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STUDIO 50  
OFFICE PARTITIONS 
A DYNAMICALLY SIMPLE OFFICE SCREEN SOLUTION



Precision engineered 
auto-lock system

The Studio50 frame, designed in 
NZ by the Knight Group product 
development team, features an 
ingenious system that enables 
partitions to effortlessly slide 
together and automatically lock 
into position. By shedding many 
of the cumbersome components 
of conventional screen systems 
Studio50 shaves valuable minutes 
off each screen installation. 

Tidy, easy-access 
cable tray

The hinged Studio50 cable tray 
is designed for quick and easy 
access to your power and data. 
Gently lever the door open - once 
your cables are in position simply 
click the door back into place.

Adjustable shelves 
- any height, any 
width, anywhere!

Organising your work space has 
just got easier and more flexible. 
Place your shelf anywhere at 
any width with the Studio50 
aluminium shelf-track. Secure 
the shelf at any height with the 
custom made shelf bracket. Once 
installed the shelf can be easily 
moved to a new position. 

Light weight, 
industrial strength 
panels

The innovative combination of an 
aluminium frame and extruded 
polymer-resin foam core means 
Studio50 is not only extremely 
rigid but is also conveniently light-
weight! Studio50 panels are a one 
person lift - making them a dream 
to install and re-configure.

Studio50 is no exception. This new office partition system is easy to lift, easy to install 
and re-configure, plus it can be delivered in a matter of days.

A well designed product  
will always make life easier!

Studio50 screens featuring Cubit Aero 
workstations and Cubit storage.

Features:



Quality components 

Every component has been 
meticulously designed in New 
Zealand specifically for Studio50 
office partitions - making them 
highly effective and easy to use. 
These cast aluminium Studio50 
parts are built to last!

5 
Year
GUARANTEE

Sturdy work-surface 
bracket

The cast aluminium Studio50 
desk bracket locks securely to 
the frame and can be placed at 
the height best suited to the user. 
Practically hidden from sight, 
the bracket is a tidy solution to a 
screen-hung work-surface.

100% Recyclable 
frame and core

The Studio50 aluminium frame 
and extruded polymer-resin 
foam core are 100% recyclable 
and reusable. Aluminium can be 
recycled indefinitely and is also 
the most cost-effective material 
to recycle. 

Studio50 is a great solution for screen-hung work surfaces 
- whether it be straight-line, 90˚ or 120˚ configurations.

Integrated desking?
Here’s the solution!

Multiple colour 
options

Incorporating partitions into the 
overall interior design of your 
office is easy! Each Studio50 
panel can be covered in a different 
fabric, and by adding a transom to 
your screen you are able to have 
two colours.

Studio50 screens featuring 120 degree 
screen mounted worksurface. 

Features:



Glazing options

The versatile Studio50 frame 
offers plenty of options to use 
glass in your office partition. From 
partial to full glazing - the choice 
is yours! 

Easily connect 
multiple frame 
heights

Because the Studio50 frame links 
and locks along the entire edge 
of the screen, you can connect 
any height together - without 
the need for any unsightly 
connectors!

CAT6 Cable-ducts 
wherever you need

The generous Studio50 cable 
management cavity* is designed 
to accommodate Category 6 
wiring and can be specified at any 
height above or below the desks 
at the time of manufacturing.

*Excludes CMS and data outlets.

Studio50 allows you to specifically design your work areas to suit the function 
of the room - this makes your office run far more efficiently.

Well planned spaces 
make efficient offices

Studio50 screens featuring Electric 
Highrise desking and Cubit storage.

Features:

Free-standing 
partitions

Create definition in an open plan 
environment with a Studio50 
free-standing partition. The 
unobtrusive Studio50 foot is 
simple to install and keeps the 
partitions rock solid.



Studio50 with Agile Electric

Studio50 with Cubit System



Systems sorted

Match your frame to 
your desking system

The auto-lock aluminium frame is 
finished in Silver, White or Black 
powder-coat to match your entire 
office.

Studio50 is designed to work as a seamless addition to Cubit System. With their crisp contemporary 
lines and matching frame colours these two modular systems work in perfect harmony.

Multiple attachment 
options

Studio50’s aluminium shelf-track 
allows for multiple attachments 
to be applied to the screen. For 
example; adding two Studio50 
shelf-tracks creates the platform 
for mounting a standard monitor 
arm - at any height, anywhere 
along the screen. 

Cable management

Cubit System has a scalloped infill 
panel for discreet cable access.

Return screens

Studio50’s return screens 
increase individuals privacy by 
dividing and defining individual 
workspaces.

Features:

Studio50 screens featuring Cubit System 
desking and Cubit Storage.



For more product information visit knightgroup.co.nz

Your choice of fabric

The pinnable face of a Studio50 
screen can be finished in the 
fabric of your choice - making 
it easy to add colour to your 
office space. The Knight Group 
upholstery team recommends 
using either plain fabrics or large 
random patterns. 

Pinnable surfaces

Studio50’s extruded polymer-
resin foam core is an ideal 
pinnable surface - work areas 
can be easily organised and 
personalised. 

For a fully personalised office, Studio50 partitions can be upholstered with custom designs to the screen at 
time of manufacture. Keep staff inspired or create better brand awareness. It’s easy with Studio50!

Personalised work  
environments

Features:

Adjustable foot

Studio50 stands on an adjustable 
levelling glide with 35mm travel 
allowing plenty of room to work 
on uneven floors.

Studio50 screens featuring Anvil 
workstations and Cubit storage.



500h x 750w

500h x 900w

500h x 1200w

500h x 1500w

500h x 1800w 

900h x 750w

900h x 900w

900h x 1200w

900h x 1500w

900h x 1800w 

1200h x 750w

1200h x 900w

1200h x 1200w

1200h x 1500w

1200h x 1800w

1500h* x 750w

1500h* x 900w

1500h* x 1200w

1500h* x 1500w

1500h* x 1800w 

1800h* x 750w

1800h* x 900w

1800h* x 1200w

1800h* x 1500w

1800h* x 1800w

1800mm*

1500mm*

1200mm900mm500mm

For more product information visit knightgroup.co.nz

Studio50        Standard dimensions - Custom sizes available

BREATHE

Navy

Baby Blue

Ruby Red

Black

Steel Blue

Fern Green

Tomato Red

Slate Grey

Royal Blue

Lime Green

Bright Orange

Alloy Grey

Sky Blue

Plum

Burnt Orange

Camel

CROWN

Galaxy

Midnight

Tawny Port

Freshwater

Tussock

Evergreen Riverstone

Electric

Peat

Pumice

Indigo

Ebony

SILVER FRAMES BLACK FRAMESWHITE FRAMES

Studio50        Standard Screen Colours

*Screen dimensions larger than 1200mm high 
will require a transom. Standard transom height 
is set at 1200 unless otherwise specified.
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SPLICE

Grey

Yellow

Charcoal

Green

Black

Orange Red

Blue


